
Geschirr marmorieren & Kekstüten verzieren
Instructions No. 2008

We all know marbling from the Easter season. But not only eggs can be decorated with great colours. In this tutorial you will
learn how to turn simple kitchen utensils into true designer pieces. We also show you how to make beautiful gift bags from
paper bags. These are decorated with self-made fimo pendants and are an eye-catcher with lace and stars. Every presentee
is happy!

Porcelain and Bamboo marble

First make sure that all surfaces are clean and free of grease. Dribble a few drops of the product into Colour for marbling a large bucket filled with lukewarm
water. You will see immediately that a film is formed on the surface of the water. With a bamboo skewer you can draw beautiful patterns in the paint. Now
slowly dip one of the kitchen utensils into the paint. For a clean edge of the paint you can mask Adhesive tape the object in advance. After each dipping
process you have to remove the rest with Colour for marbling a piece from the Paper water.

When the paint is completely dry, you can apply Maya Stardust in Gold decorate. The tray, the Etagere
and the gold decorated edges should be sealed with a food-safe lacquer. Decorate the kitchen utensils
with matching sayings as desired.

Decorate biscuit bags

Roll FIMO which cut out motifs with cookie
cutters. These are fired in an oven at 110°C for
max. 30 minutes. Let cool down 

In the meantime, they can be Lace doily labeled
and stuck onto the paper bags. Punch a hole in
the top of the bags with a hole puncher and close
them with the sealing strip. If desired, the bags
can be decorated with star-shaped pieces.

The cooled FIMO Figures can now be painted with craft colours and Stardust. Finally glue Wobbly eyes them and tie them to the bags with a perlon thread.



Article number Article name Qty
12500 VBS Tray, round 1
12502 VBS Deco bowl 1
12508 VBS Decorative etagere with wooden handle 1
756846-08 Viva Decor Maya StardustGold 1
756891 Clear varnish, silky gloss 1
11701 VBS Bag closure strips on roll, 800 mSilver 1
11704 VBS Bag closure strips, approx. 15 cm, 800 piecesSilver 1
12277 Paper bags, blank, block bottom17,5 x 10 x 5,5 cm 1
12279 Paper bags with block bottom made of kraft paper, 15 pieces17,5 x 10 x 5,5 cm 1

Article information:
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